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Shipping and Logistics in Hyderabad is an international freight forwarder and customs broker
offering air, ground and ocean freight services across the globe. They have gained in-depth
expertise in the areas of freight forwarding, transportation, and logistics and customs brokerage.
With their wide-spread network and group of dedicated professionals, they move valuable
commodities with utmost professionalism. Having served thousands of satisfied customers across
the globe, they have established themselves as one of the leading shipping service providers in the
world. They offer door to door services, packing, inland transportation and customs clearance as
well. They aim to provide all these services in a simplified manner under one roof. Their quality
services and reputation root from their ability to visions into reality.

The Shipping and Logistics in Hyderabad enjoys a position which they have achieved on merit by
providing first class services to thousands of their satisfied clients. Their professional management
and years of experience help to understand their clients' needs and provide them with
comprehensive services.

Sea Freight:-

Their sea freight department offer regular services for full containers loads less than container loads
as well as break bulk to and from any major port in the world. Their international network allows
them to handle shipments directly from terminal to terminal, or even from door to door! They will find
alternative transport solution such as conventional ships, ro/ro ships barges, and lighters for goods
that cannot be transported in containers. As is true for all of their international products, they offer
full door to door service combined with smooth custom clearance. Operating as either a forwarder or
nvocc, their ocean services meet your needs with cost-effective, flexible services, they make a
difference with LCL/FCL, contract management, vendor consolidation, multimodal transportation,
warehousing and distribution programs, and purchase order management designed to increase your
capability in global markets.

Air Freight:-

Airfreight is not just another means of transporting goods from one point to another as quickly as
possible as freight forwarding and logistics professionals they advice their customer on the many
options available. Transit times, transportation options and pricing by carefully selecting carriers.
They help their clients to avoid potential conflict during transit. At Shipping and logistics in
Hyderabad, they first evaluate product and service requirements only then do they propose a carrier
and service level to their customers. Airport to Airport, door to door, inbound or outbound, global
and continental, if airfreight can support deployment of your high valued inventory, Shipping and
logistics in Hyderabad is your answer. Their air freight services focus on heavyweight global
movement on a cost effective on a cost effective, time definite basis. Peak and seasonal needs are
managed through a strategy that combines year round support of their core carriers, strong local
relationships, and their global volumes.

Land Freight:-

They offer a wide range of over the road trucking services including truckload & LTL dry van service
utilizing your cargo started from minivan vehicles and upto 24 axel hydraulic platforms with 250 tons
capacity. Today Land Freight Market experiencing a rise of the needs for specialized flatbed, air ride
trailers, step deck or double drop equipment and they are a partner with the best Special road
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equipment carriers across the UAE to provide unparalleled trucking services for over dimensional
freight or goods that will not fit in an enclosed dry van. If you have expedited requirements, they can
also offer the first drop or dedicated expedited trucking services customized to your needs.
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David Raju - About Author:
Nucleus provides a  Shipping and logistics in Hyderabad , Chennai, Bangalore, Mumbai and other
places in India. We are one of the best Shipping and logistics providers in Hyderabad.
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